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1 introduction

Mornington Peninsula Shire together with hansen partnership have prepared the 
Hastings Activity Centre Laneways Strategy as a means of establishing a clear 
direction and guidance to enhance the user experience of the Hastings Laneways 
through the improvement of:

 ▪ safety (lighting and surveillance);

 ▪ connectivity (viewlines, linkages, accessibility and DDA compliance);

 ▪ condition (appearance and physical characteristics);

 ▪ activity (interest and functionality); 

 ▪ legibility (identification and way finding); and

 ▪ amenity (micro-climate - solar access, shade and wind)

This document has been prepared in order to achieve the following principles:

one coherent vision

The Hastings laneway designs should adhere to an overall guiding framework and 
vision to ensure the end result is coherent and legible rather than chaotic and 
illegible. 

absolute diversity

To ensure the user experience and quality of the Hastings laneways are 
successful, it is important to allow for absolute diversity in the final design. Our 
intention is to have no two laneways the same, as individuality sparks interest 
and interest is excitement/attraction, while keeping with the overall vision.

organised flexibility

This document has been prepared as a means of guiding the design and 
development of the Hastings laneways in an organised and flexible manner. It has 
been prepared in a way that will allow individual parties such as artists or other 
design professionals to ‘plug in’ with a concept design for any individual laneway.

project process
This strategy has been built on the foundations of the preceding process 
outcomes and community consultation illustrated in the diagram (below).

document structure
This strategy includes a range of maps, photos, diagrams and descriptive text 
that together provide a comprehensive framework for the evolution of the 
Hastings Laneways. It is structured as follows:

background analysis and site investigations context

project control group review vision

project control group review costing overview

visioning and thematic workshop thematics

community consultation schematic design overview

implementation & costing implementation overview

the individual lanewaysimplementation

preparation of schematic concept plan laneways analysis overview
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location
Hastings is located approximately 70km south of Melbourne CBD which equates 
to an hours driving time by car.

background information
This document has been prepared with reference to the Hastings Structure 
Plan: Background Report - March 2008 and the Hastings Town Centre Structure 
Plan - Nov 2014, which were prepared for Mornington Peninsula Shire to provide 
a planning policy framework that guides land use, development, transport and 
public private investment over twenty-five years. It has also been prepared 
simultaneously with the High Street Streetscape Design Framework - November 
2015 prepared by ASPECT Studios which has influenced the themes, design and 
layout of the Hastings laneways. 

The main objective of this document as per the structure plan is to maintain and 
enhance the pedestrian environment through the application of safety-by-design 
principles and active edges.

figure 1 location plan

hastings

melbourne CBD
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figure 2 broader context - not to scale

broader context
The study area focuses on the retail core precinct as identified as part of the 
Hastings Structure Plan - March 2008 and Hastings Town Centre Structure Plan - 
Nov 2014 and shown in the context map (right).

The key pedestrian links (existing & proposed), the preferred bicycle route, Stony 
Point railway line and the Western Port Bay Trail have been shown to highlight 
the connections in and around the study area.

Core retail precinct

Key pedestrian links (existing & proposed)

Western Port Bay Trail

the laneways
High Street is the primary focus for business, leisure and street life in Hastings. 

The laneways are important pedestrian connections that link High Street to the 
other important nodes and interests in the area, such as existing and future:

 ▪ open space;

 ▪ parking facilities;

 ▪ civic centres; &

 ▪ residential zones.

A total of six laneways have been identified as part of the Hastings Laneways 
Strategy. The six laneways are spread along High Street between the Queen 
Street and Marine Parade as shown in the diagram to the right. 
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3 vision

one coherent vision
This document has been prepared in order to guide the design and development 
of the Hastings laneways with one coherent vision. The importance of an 
overarching vision is to promote a series of laneways that are coherent and 
legible. 

The laneways should be identifiable to assist in defining the ‘sense of place’ & 
‘personality’ of Hastings. They should be linked through a common theme that is 
defined by what Hastings was, is and what it will be into the future.

A visioning workshop was conducted to establish the character and personality 
of Hastings. 

hastings personality & sense of place
Hastings is a ‘hidden treasure’. A beautiful ‘seaside village’ with picturesque 
water views and a slow, relaxed lifestyle. It is considered the ‘working class’ 
part of the Peninsula, where people are humble, loyal and down to earth, with a 
strong sense of community. They live a ‘laid-back’ relaxed lifestyle and are very 
supportive and appreciative of the projects in the community.

Hastings has a rich agricultural, industrial and aboriginal heritage history that 
needs to be celebrated as it gives it its unique charm. The personality of the town 
is reliable, capable and holds enormous potential, however is often associated 
with negative connotations due to the low socio-economic standard of living.

The community have a ‘reactive mentality’. They will rally together during hard 
times in support for the community and one another. An example of this was at 
the downturn of Bluescope Steel, a major employer of the community, which 
resulted in severe loss of jobs.

laneway contributions 
The revitalisation of the laneways of Hastings can significantly contribute to the 
goals of the Hastings Structure Plan and the Hastings Town Centre Structure 
Plan. The laneways were reviewed in line with the following (truncated) 
key polices of the Town Centre Structure Plan to determine their possible 
contributions to the overall vision of Hastings:

 ▪ Defining High Street as the main focus;

 ▪ Slowing Traffic on High Street;

 ▪ New retail/ commercial opportunities;

 ▪ Redevelopment of car parking areas;

 ▪ Establishing a comprehensive pedestrian system; and

 ▪ Enhancing public/open space.

The following table identifies how the laneways can contribute to the above 
(truncated) key policies:

Key Policies of the Hastings Structure Plan Key features of the laneways Opportunities

Defining High Street as the main focus The laneways are evenly spaced along 
the length of High Street 

The laneways connect High Street to 
rear car parks

The laneways provide the opportunity to funnel users of the rear car parks to 
High Street through a definition of public infrastructure and better legibility

Slowing Traffic on High Street Two of the six laneways have vehicular 
access, the rest are only for pedestrians

Laneways 1 & 2 are currently linked by 
a pedestrian crossing over High Street

The laneways are a great opportunity to introduce mid-block raised pedestrian 
crossing points along High Street to both slow traffic and improve pedestrian 
connections

New retail/commercial opportunities No laneways have active frontages The laneways are great opportunities for outdoor/ alfresco dining and/ or public 
open space.

Active frontages will increase usage and improve passive surveillance, which 
will in turn improve the overall safety of the laneways.

Redevelopment of car parking areas The laneways are the key pedestrian 
links from the rear car parks to High 
Street

The laneways provide the opportunity to funnel users of the rear car parks to 
High Street through a definition of public infrastructure and better legibility

Establishing a comprehensive pedestrian 
system

The laneways are the key pedestrian 
links from the rear car parks to High 
Street

The laneways provide the opportunity to funnel users of the rear car parks to 
High Street through a definition of public infrastructure and better legibility

The laneways are a great opportunity to introduce mid-block raised pedestrian 
crossing points along High Street to both slow traffic and improve pedestrian 
connections

Enhancing public/open space The laneways are wide and provide 
ample opportunity for meaningful public 
spaces

The laneways are great opportunities for outdoor/ alfresco dining and/ or public 
open space.

The laneways are great opportunities for artwork that celebrates the character 
Hastings.

vision statement

The following vision statement to the right has been developed based on 
Hastings ‘personality’ & ‘sense of place’ as well as the opportunities the 
laneways provide to the implementation of the Town Centre Structure Plan.
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Hastings laneways will be the ‘passages’ to High Street. They 
will be safe, enjoyable and ‘laid-back’ spaces for the people of 
Hastings. They will embrace Hastings humble, loyal and relaxed 
personality through the celebration of it’s people as well as it’s 
rich agricultural, industrial and aboriginal heritage history.
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           common over-arching themes

The first tier of the laneway thematics will be defined by one of the three rich 
historical aspects of Hastings that have helped define the place for what it is. 
They are:

 ▪ its agricultural history;

 ▪ its hard-working industrial heritage; and

 ▪ its aboriginal cultural heritage.

The three themes are very much intertertwined and have largely influenced each 
other. Other themes may be considered at the detail design stage subject to 
community consultation.

The designs of the laneways will each be influenced by one or more of the above 
three themes through the use of materiality and design that is representative of 
those themes. This should be achieved through public domain infrastructure and 
public artwork. 

4 laneway thematics

Hastings has a rich history and strong community values. The design and 
development of the laneways should reflect this by promoting the  ‘personality’ 
and ‘sense of place’ of Hastings. The intention is to strengthen the notions of 
identity and place within the town centre. 

In order to achieve this, a consistent theme which links the laneways and tells 
a story about Hastings, as well as individual thematic opportunities which will 
together promote the identity of Hastings. 

The laneways must read as one, yet still be unique and individual in their own 
right in order to provide interest and excitement to the laneway users.

The structuring of the laneway thematics has taken on two levels:

 ▪ common over-arching themes; and

 ▪ laneway identity

Industrial Agricultural Aboriginal Heritage

1

1

2

laneway identity2
commemorating influencial people of Hastings is to provide inspiration for 

public artwork and/or public domain infrastructure in the laneways

           laneway identity

As part of the overall recommendations, the laneways are in need of improved 
aesthetics, legibility and general way-finding in the town centre. 

Hastings has had a number of prominent people that have largely influenced the 
place in the form of achievements, personality and/ or status. For this reason 
the second tier of the laneway thematics will involve naming the laneways to 
celebrate the contributions of prominent people to Hastings. 

Hastings also has a strong community, particularly in times of hardship. The 
laneways are spaces for the community, therefore these pedestrian spaces, will 
be designed for the people, and will commemorate the influential people.

The laneways can also be designed to take on physical elements influenced 
by these people providing they compliment the common over-arching themes 
(identified in the first tier).
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materials colour

public artwork public domain infrastructure

the laneways
1 2 3 4 5 6

influnced by the three over-arching themes are to be used in the 
public artwork and/or public domain infrastructure in the laneways

is to take reference from the laneways ‘identity’ and 
use materials & colour influenced by Hastings history

is to use materials & colour influenced by Hastings industrial, agricultural and maritime history

are to include public artwork and public domain infrastructure to improve 
their appearance, functionality and contribution to Hastings as a place.
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5 laneways analysis overview

methodology
The Hastings laneways have been analysed through a desktop assessment and 
on-ground investigations to establish a qualitative evaluation of each laneway. 

This information is then used to establish general opportunities and constraints 
for each laneway, which will define design parameters and implementation 
directions.

desktop assessment

A desktop assessment was undertaken for each laneway to establish general 
information to influence the final design.

The laneways were also assessed in their context to their surroundings using 
aerial photography, Google maps and planning resources online.

on-ground investigations

An on-ground investigation was undertaken for each laneway to establish 
qualitative information to influence the final design.

Each laneway was analysed based on criteria/parameters in order to establish a 
detailed description of the existing conditions.

evaluation

The information from the desktop assessment and on-ground investigations 
was then evaluated with a rating in a matrix to determine priority actions for 
implementation. 

opportunities & constraints

Through the information collected, opportunities and constraints were 
established for each laneway.

qualitative information
The following criteria/ parameters have been used to assess and quality of the 
Hastings laneways and is based on the on-ground investigations.

safety

An assessment of the existing lighting and surveillance of the laneway. This 
includes identification of potential ‘blind spots’.

connectivity

A description of the connectivity of the laneway which will take the following into 
consideration: 

 ▪ view lines;

 ▪ linkages (to destinations beyond laneway);

 ▪ accessibility;

 ▪ connections (immediate connections); and

 ▪ DDA/access issues.

appearance

A description of the existing appearance and physical characteristics, including 
the general look, feel and function of the laneway. With an assessment of the 
quality and materials of the following attributes:

 ▪ paving;

 ▪ walls;

 ▪ lighting;

 ▪ furniture; and

 ▪ miscellaneous.

legibility

A description of the existing legibility of the laneways which will take into 
consideration the existing identification and wayfinding as well as its entry 
presentation from High Street and its rear access point.

activity

A description of the current activity, functionality and usage of the laneway:

 ▪ activity - high or low activity and a description of the types of activities 
currently occurring in the laneway;

 ▪ functionality - the existing functions of the laneway; and

 ▪ usage - the existing uses of the laneway.

amenity

A description of the micro-climate of the laneways such as solar access, shade 
and wind.

general information
The following criteria have been used to provide general information for the 
Hastings laneways as identified in this report and is based on the desktop 
assessment.

location

A description of where the laneway is located in relation to High Street and 
adjacent streets.

spatial characteristics

Unit measurements and attributes of the laneway in the following categories:

 ▪ length;

 ▪ width;

 ▪ orientation;

 ▪ gradient; and

 ▪ adjacent building heights.

adjacent traders

Identification of the adjacent traders and their influence (if any) on the laneway.

ownership

Identification of whether the laneway is privately or publicly owned.
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analysis summary

The matrix assessment resulted in the following outcomes:

 ▪ all laneways were considered unsafe.

 ▪ all laneways require amenity lighting improvements to increase lighting levels 
throughout laneways to a compliant lighting level as per AS/NZ 1158.

 ▪ laneways 4,5 & 6 have a ‘blind spot’ of some type which decreases the 
perception of safety of the laneway to a degree.

 ▪ laneways 1,2, & 3 provide good connections from the rear car parks to High 
Street.

 ▪ all laneways provide an opportunity for either a ground floor, vertical and/ or 
overhead design intervention.

 ▪ laneways 1 & 2 have high levels of activity.

 ▪ all laneways require an identity for legibility and wayfinding purposes. 
(laneway 1 has already been named O’toole Lane).

 ▪ laneway 1 is the only laneway with a wayfinding sign to the High Street 
entrance.

 ▪ laneways 1, 2,3 & 4 have an opportunity for the implementation of small ‘spill-
out’ spaces within the laneway at some point in the future.

 ▪ laneways 1 has windows fronting the laneway which could be activated to 
increase activity and/ or passive surveillance (this is dependant on trader).

 ▪ laneways 2,3, 4, 5 & 6 have untidy back-of-house rear entry areas.

 ▪ no laneways have active frontages to their rear entrances.

 ▪ laneway 2 is the only laneway that has adjacent buildings next to it which 
could accommodate an overhead art intervention.

 ▪ laneway 3 is the only laneway that currently has food and bev tenants 
adjacent to the laneway.

matrix
The following matrix was used to evaluate the qualitative information of the 
laneways. Each criteria was given a score based (1 = low to 5 = high) on the 
existing conditions of the laneway. This information will then tabulated as a 
means of assessing the laneways in relation to each other. This provided the 
framework for establishing implementation, costing and direction.

amenity

activity

safety

appearance

connectivity

legibility

1 2 3 4 5

appearance

activity

safety

connectivity

legibility

amenity

1 2 3 4 5 6
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A set of design recommendations were assigned for each laneway in order to 
improve their performance/ functionality based on the information obtained from 
the laneways assessment. The design recommendations are set out below:

appearance

ground plane intervention

 - laneway has sufficient width to implement additional elements.

safety legibilityconnectivity

vertical plane intervention

 - laneway has blank walls which provide an opportunity for a 
vertical display.

overhead intervention

 - laneway has adjacent high walls which could potentially support 
an overhead display.

lighting

 - existing lighting is currently insufficient and additional lighting is  
required to improve visibility and perception of safety at night.

active windows

 - walls within laneway contain windows which could be activated 
to improve passive surveillance, perception of safety and laneway 
activity.

hazard

 - laneway has a potential hiding spot. Should be considered in the 
redevelopment of the laneway to improve perception of safety.

wayfinding

 - laneway currently has no signage identifying the location of the 
laneway or access through to destinations or key nodes.

identity

 - laneway currently has no name and therefore no ‘identification’.

tactile indicators

 - laneway currently has no tactile indicators to identify laneway 
entrance and assist visually impaired through laneway.

wheelchair unfriendly

 - laneway is currently wheelchair unfriendly according to AS 1428 
with regards to either width or gradient.

handrail required

 - gradient of laneway is steep and therefore does not function as 
a DDA compliant passageway according to AS 1428. This should 
be considered in the development of the laneway.

fence/wall

 - laneway has a fence/wall that could potentially be removed to 
increase activity/ functional space.

ABC

ABC

entry definition

 - existing pavement surface to entry of laneway is inconsistent 
overall and/or outdated. Pavement treatment required to define 
entry to laneway.

pavement improvements

 - pavement throughout laneway is inconsistent/ uneven. 
Pavement treatment required to improve walkability, appearance 
and consistency of all laneways.

building setbacks

 - future development of the adjacent building form should 
consider ground floor building setbacks to increase functional 
space within laneway.

6 schematic design overview
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The analysis has determined that there are common requirements for 
improvement of the laneways. The following design recommendations apply to 
the seven identified laneways of Hastings:

individual recommendations
Each laneway has been assessed and given individual recommendations as 
part of a schematic concept design response. The recommendations are based 
on the analysis and background investigations, considering current and future 
conditions of the laneways in context of High Street and future development of 
Hastings.

ABC

safety
amenity lighting

 - amenity lighting needs to be improved to increase lighting levels 
throughout all laneways to a compliant lighting level as per AS/
NZ 1158.

appearance
pavement improvements

 - pavement throughout laneway is inconsistent/uneven. Pavement 
treatment required to improve walkability and appearance on the 
individual laneways. This will also ensure laneway treatments 
are consistent and provides overall coherency.

legibility
wayfinding

 - a way finding strategy needs to be developed to consider all 
laneways and their connections to and from Main Street.

identity

 - a laneway identity strategy needs to be developed to name all 
laneways based on the thematics as identified as part of this 
document.

entry definition

 - existing pavement surface of laneway entries is inconsistent. 
Paving treatment is required to define laneway entries. 

 - it is recommended that the paving treatment of the laneway 
extends into High Street, as shown in the concept designs.

 - gateway beacon structures should be implemented to the rear 
of each laneway to assist in the identification and location of the 
laneway.
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qualitative information
safety

 - lights to carpark at rear

 - no obvious hiding spots

connectivity

 ▪ view lines | - clear view lines from High Street entrance to supermarket in the  
              north

 ▪ linkages | - laneway forms part of a link between Coles and Liquorland to High  
           Street and Safeway to the south.

 ▪ accessibility | - laneway is easily accessed from High Street and rear carpark 
entrance

 ▪ connections | - laneway connects High Street to the carpark and commercial 
frontages at the northern (rear) entrance

 ▪ DDA/access issues | - Considered DDA compliant as per AS1428

appearance

 ▪ paving | - exposed aggregate concrete paving to High Street Entrance

                   - asphalt paving with granite aggregate to rear carpark entrance

      - red brick paving with herringbone pattern and brick edging that  
      extends through laneway and carpark to Coles supermarket

      - red brick paving with stretcherbond pattern to NAB edge and rear  
      of laneway

 ▪ walls | - brick walls (yellow) 

    - mainly glass walls (frosted)

    - mainly glass walls (tinted)

    - brick walls (red) to rear of NAB

 ▪ lighting | - none

 ▪ furniture | - 2no. timber and steel park benches near High Street entrance

                      - 1no. timber and steel litter receptacle near High Street entrance

general information
location

Laneway 01 is located on the northern side of High Street halfway between 
Victoria Street and King Street. 

adjacent traders

 ▪ no.54 High Street, National Australia Bank (NAB)

 ▪ no.50 High Street, Hastings Dry Cleaners

 ▪ no.47 High Street, Terry White Chemists

 ▪ no.51 High Street, Miss & She (clothing retailer)

ownership

 ▪ public

spatial characteristics

Unit measurements and attributes of the laneway in the following categories:

 ▪ length | 39m (approx)

 ▪ width | 5.5m

 ▪ orientation |north-south

 ▪ gradient | gradient is less than 1:20 

 ▪ adjacent building heights | No.54 High Street, NAB side:

                     • building height: 5m (approx)

 No.50 High Street, Hastings Dry Cleaners side:

        • timber fence: 1.5m high 

        • building height: varies, 4-5m high (approx)

 ▪ miscellaneous | - 3no. painted murals on steel and plasterboard screwed to  
     brick wall 

    - service pits to rear entrance

    - fixed 2timber bollard to rear entrance

    - unplanted mulch garden beds through the laneway

    - way-finding signage to High Street entrance 

         - ATM to High Street entrance

         -  canopy tree (Gleditsia species) near High Street entrance

       - landscaping near High Street entrance (native plants)

legibility

 - tactile indicators to High Street entrance

 - no tactile indicators to rear entrance

 - delineation of paving treatments and signage at High Street entrance

 - garden beds used to create winding path through laneway

 - no signage to rear entrance

activty

 ▪ activity | - high level of activity

 ▪ functionality & usage | laneway currently functions and is used as a pedestrian 
thoroughfare 

amenity

 ▪ solar access 

 - north-south orientation with fence immediately adjacent to laneway and open 
to the north

 - laneway receives solar access during the morning, midday and afternoon due 
to low buildings on either side and the open carpark to the north

 ▪ shade 

 - no shade amenity within laneway but shade under canopy tree at High Street 
entrance

 ▪ wind 

 - potential wind-tunnel effect caused by the north-south orientation and 
relatively high adjacent walls

analysis1
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context plan - not to scale

1 2 3 4 5 6

contextual analysis

The following contextual analysis is a description of the basic features within 
close proximity to laneway 01 which are spatially located in the contextual 
analysis plan shown to the right.

 - no.54 High Street, National Australia Bank

 - no.50 High Street, Hastings Dry Cleaners

 - no.47 High Street, Terry White Chemists

 - no.51 High Street, , Miss & She (clothing retailer)

 - vacant lot

 - no.9/37-41 Victoria Street, Chryso Way

 - no.10/37-41 Victoria Street, Jillian-Rae Clothing Alterations

 - no.11/37-41 Victoria Street, Hastings Bazaar

 - Western Port Plaza

 - pedestrian crossing

 - upgraded paving treatment and landscape

 - colour-defined pedestrian walkway

 - carpark

 - supermarket (Coles)

 - supermarket (Safeway)

contextual analysis plan - not to scale
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detailed analysis plan laneway 01 

 - no.54 High Street, National Australia Bank

 - no.50 High Street, Hastings Dry Cleaners

 - exposed aggregate paving and tactile indicators to laneway entrance

 - brick paving throughout the laneway and to adjacent trader edges 

 - garden bed and way finding signage to laneway entrance

 - painted murals

 - tree visible from rear entrance

 - seating and bins to laneway entrance

 - unplanted garden beds

 - timber paling fence to no.50 High Street (approx. 2m high)

 - concrete pit lids in brick paving to rear entrance

 - pedestrian access through carpark at rear

 - pedestrian crossing

 - carparking

 - existing light

 - main building entrance

 - location of window

 - exising tree

description matrix assessment

appearance

activity

safety

connectivity

legibility

amenity

opportunities
 ▪ increase lighting amenity in laneway to increase perception of safety.

 ▪ opportunity to redesign aestheic of laneway through pavement and garden 
bed improvements.

 ▪ relatively wide laneway allows opportunity for a range of interventions at 
ground level.

 ▪ potential to improve appearance of existing garden beds to strengthen 
aesthetics of laneway.

 ▪ signage to rear entrance to improve legibility.

 ▪ tactile indicators to rear entrance to improve legibility.

 ▪ remove creeper to no.50 High Street (Hastings Dry Cleaners) and replace with 
native vegetation.

 ▪ potential to paint existing fence to integrate it with rest of laneway.

 ▪ grade is currently less than 1:20 which is considered DDA compliant as per AS 
1428. No handrails required.

 ▪ opportunity to improve appearance and cohesiveness of 3no. existing 
artworks to wall of no.50 High Street (Hastings Dry Cleaners) and provide 
interpretation signage.

 ▪ provide wayfinding to rear entrance to improve legibility.

 ▪ maintain blank facade of no.50 High Street for art displays.

 ▪ activate windows to rear of laneway to increase perception of safety.

 ▪ activate rear frontages for future uses (pending traders).

 ▪ provide future access to buildings within laneway.

constraints
 ▪ brick and concrete kerbs to laneway edges reduce the amount of useable 

space within the laneway.

 ▪ service pits to rear carpark entry are visually unappealing.

analysis1
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image 04 - painted murals at High Street entrance of laneway 01

image 01 - view lines along laneway 01 from High Street entrance

image 05 - kerb treatments to adjacent buildings in laneway 01

image 02 - wayfinding signage to High Street entrance of laneway 01

image 06 - delineation of pedestrian path to supermarket across carpark at rear of laneway 01

image 03 - canopy tree and seating near High Street entrance of laneway 01

image 07 - timber fence at rear entrance of laneway 01 image 08 - red brick paving through laneway 01 image 09 - brick wall along laneway 01
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1 schematic design

legibility

 - remove existing wayfinding signage & replace with a consistently branded 
strategy for the Town Centre.

 - provide raised pedestrian crossing on High Street to improve connectivity and 
slow vehicular traffic

 - provide gateway beacon definition to the rear of laneway to highlight entrance 
and funnel pedestrian access from carpark area

 - identity signage required to both entrances.

 - provide tactile indicators to both entrances.

 - improve ground treatment to define entries to laneways by:

 - replacing service pits with paver infill pit lids to be consistent with adjacent 
paving.

practical design recommendations

safety

 - amenity lighting needs to be improved to increase lighting levels throughout 
laneways to a compliant lighting level as per AS/NZ 1158. To be achieved by:

 - provide light poles to highlight entries (both front and rear)

 - utilising the blank wall for wall mounted lights.

connectivity

 - introduce raised crossing/pathway which links laneway no.1 directly with 
Coles to both improve connectivity and slow vehicular traffic.

 - maintain sight lines down laneway.

appearance

 - commission an artist to create artworks on blank facades or develop an art 
brief for community art strategy. To be implemented by:

 - providing artwork to the ground plane.

 - providing artwork to the vertical plane.

 - remove garden beds & establish a more appropriate landscape treatment.

 - improve pavement treatment throughout laneway to add aesthetic interest.

 - provide active frontages to the rear of any future developments to no. 50 & 
no. 54 High Street.

 - provide seating opportunities within laneway.

 - provide shade amenity.

 - remove fence treatment to no.50 High St & utilise space for a development 
opportunity.

ABC
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The shade structures have been designed to be reminiscent of the 
Irish folk lore - ‘a pot of gold under the rainbow’. The shade structure 
will take the form of a rainbow, yet will be built using welded mild 
steel to compliment the Industrial theme of the laneway. At the base 
of the ‘rainbows’ will sit ‘pots of gold’ - large pots designed to sit 
within the garden beds to take advantage of the natural earth/soil. 

The ‘gold’ will be represented through the use of gold/yellow flowering 
plants, an example of which is the Grevillea ‘Gold Cluster’. 

Colourful climbing plants can be used to bridge the gap of the arch to 
further emphasis the idea of the ‘rainbow’.

thematic design recommendations
Laneway 01 has been identified to have an industrial theme to celebrate the 
industrial history of Hastings and further promote the towns ‘sense of place’. 

The following concept design is a recommendation and should be used 
as a guide only. Further design development is required prior to on-ground 
implementation to refine the spatial layout and detailing.

Laneway 01 has been named O’Toole Walk in memory of Dermot O’Toole, 
an Irish jeweller, local resident and highly valued community member who 
lost his life in an unfortunate event. An example of how the laneway could 
commemorate his life and contribution to the town is to incorporate elements 
with Irish connotations into the design.

The following sketch elevation shows an example of how this can be 
achieved by using Irish folk lore connotations throughout the public domain 
infrastructure in an artful way:

1 concept design
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how this laneway design responds to the Structure Plan
Laneway 01 is the primary connector from the Coles car park to High Street. 
The diagram to the right spatially organises a potential outcome for the 
laneway.

Additional usable space has been acquired to the rear of the laneway 
by removing car parking. This additional space will provide a forecourt 
plaza entry definition to the laneway. Additional seating and planting 
can be implemented in this space to further enhance the entrance 
aesthetics.

In order to draw people from the rear car park into High Street, it is 
recommended that a large feature gateway structure be placed to form 
a gateway beacon entrance. This can be lit up with lighting effects for 
accentuation at night.

It is recommended that the rear of number 50 High Street be 
developed into cafe/diner that addresses the laneway and rear 
entrance. This will provide daytime activity to increase the passive 
surveillance and activity of the space. The open space could be used 
by temporary food vans in the interim.

The laneway provides artwork opportunities on both the ground plane and on 
the wall of number 50 High Street. The artwork element is to be influenced by, 
and further promote, Hastings ‘sense of place’ through the inspiration and 
promotion of the industrial theme.

industrial reference images

6

11 33
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1 concept design
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other recommendations
In accordance with the High Street Streetscape 
Design Framework - O’Toole Parklet design - 
November 2015 completed by ASPECT Studios:

Implement parallel parking to High Street to increase 
the amount of usable space to the laneway entrance.

Provide a wide raised crossing to High Street to 
increase the connectivity to laneway 02.

legend
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detailed analysis plan laneway 02 - 1:200 @ A3

 - no.51 High Street, Miss & She (clothing retailer)

 - no.47 High Street, Terry White Chemists

 - exposed aggregate paving and tactile indicators to laneway entrance

 - asphalt paving throughout the laneway

 - wayfinding sign near laneway entrance

 - garden bed near laneway entrance

 - blank wall to no.47 High Street

 - seating and bins to laneway entrance

 - pedestrian crossing

 - carpark at rear of no.51 High Street

 - concrete footpath 

 - bollards

 - existing light

 - main building entrance

 - location of window

 - existing tree

opportunities
 ▪ increase lighting amenity in laneway to increase perception of safety.

 ▪ opportunity to redesign aestheic of laneway through pavement and garden 
bed improvements.

 ▪ relatively wide laneway allows opportunity for a range of interventions at 
ground level.

 ▪ signage to both entrances to improve legibility.

 ▪ tactile indicators to both entrances to improve legibility.

 ▪ potential to develop a more visually appealing bollard to be used to replace old 
bollards and create a legible link with laneway 01.

 ▪ constant level surface throughout laneway allows for easier implementation of 
interventions.

 ▪ grade is currently less than 1:20 which is considered DDA compliant as per AS 
1428. No handrails required.

 ▪ blank walls allow opportunity for vertical intervention/wall display.

 ▪ potential to activate glazed side entrance to no.51 High Street (Miss & She 
clothing retailer) and blocked out glazed rear windows to no.47 High Street 
(Terry White Chemists) to increase passive surveillance and activity of 
laneway (dependent on traders).

 ▪ opportunity to provide vegetation to laneway walls to soften appearance and 
connect to landscaped areas on High Street.

 ▪ high walls provide opportunity for overhead intervention.

 ▪ activate rear frontages for future uses (pending traders).

 ▪ provide future access to buildings within laneway.

constraints
 ▪ dumpsters and concreted carpark to rear of no.51 High Street (Miss & She 

clothing retailer) entrance are visually unappealing.

 ▪ height of no.47 High Street (Terry White Chemists) may restrict some 
interventions e.g. vegetation.

appearance

activity

safety

connectivity

legibility

amenity
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description matrix assessment
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schematic design2

legibility

 - way finding signage required to both entrances.

 - identity signage required to both entrances.

 - provide tactile indicators to both entrances.

 - improve ground treatment to define entries to laneways by:

 - removing existing asphalt surface and replace with pedestrian pavement 
treatment.

 - replacing service pits with paver infill pit lids to be consistent with adjacent 
paving.

 - introduce feature entrance to the rear of laneway by increasing available 
pedestrian space and limiting vehicular movement. 

 - provide gateway beacon definition to the rear of laneway to highlight entrance 
and funnel pedestrian access from carpark area.

 - provide raised pedestrian crossing on High Street to improve connectivity and 
slow vehicular traffic

appearance

 - commission an artist to create artworks on blank facades or develop an art brief 
for community art strategy. To be implemented by:

 - providing artwork to the ground plane.

 - providing artwork to the vertical plane.

 - providing artwork overhead.

 - improve pavement treatment throughout laneway to be of more aesthetic 
interest.

 - future development to rear of no. 47 & 51 High Street with active frontage 
facing laneway and rear setback of 4m.

 - remove bollards and raise laneway finished floor level to be at pedestrian 
grade

 - provide seating opportunities within laneway

 - provide shade amenity

practical design recommendations
safety

 - amenity lighting needs to be improved to increase lighting levels throughout 
laneways to a compliant lighting level as per AS/NZ 1158. This is to be 
achieved by:

 - utilising existing wall mounted lights and service connections.

 - implementing additional wall lighting with future development.

 - activate windows facing laneways with any future development of buildings.

connectivity

 - maintain sight lines down laneway.

 - introduce raised crossing/pathway which links laneways no.2 directly with 
Safeway to both improve connectivity and slow vehicular traffic

ABC
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concept design2

Shade shelters should be designed to have an industrial look to them 
and be open to the laneway. If possible they should be hung from 
above to prevent the structures blocking views down the laneway.

thematic design recommendations
Laneway 02 has been identified to have an industrial theme to celebrate the 
industrial history of Hastings and further promote the ‘sense of place’. 

The following concept design is a recommendation and should be used 
as a guide only. Further design development is required prior to on-ground 
implementation to refine the spatial layout and detailing.

Laneway 02 has not been named, yet it is recommended as part of the 
laneways strategy to assist in legibility and identification. The laneway 
should be named after a prominent person from Hastings history. Once done 
so, the artwork developed for the laneway should be representative of the 
achievements of the said person to further instil Hastings ‘sense of place’.

1

2

3

3

4

how this laneway design responds to the Structure Plan
Laneway 02 is the primary connector from the Safeway car park to High 
Street. The diagram to the right spatially organises a potential outcome for 
the laneway.

Additional usable space has been acquired to the rear of the laneway 
by closing a portion of the car park ancillary road and making it 
pedestrian only. This additional space will provide a forecourt plaza 
entry definition to the laneway. It will be a safe raised connected 
platform linking Safeway to Main Street. Additional seating and 
planting can be implemented in this space to further enhance the 
entrance aesthetics. 

In order to draw people from the rear car park into High Street, it is 
recommended that a large feature gateway structure be placed to form 
a gateway beacon entrance. This can be lit up with lighting effects for 
accentuation at night.

It is recommended that the rear of number 47 & 51 High Street be 
developed in the future (with a rear setback) to address the laneway 
and rear entrance. This will provide daytime activity to increase the 
passive surveillance and activation of the space. The open space 
could be used by temporary food vans in the interim and for busker/
performance space in the future.

The laneway provides artwork opportunities on the ground plane, overhead and 
on the wall of number 47 High Street. The artwork element is to be influenced 
by, and further promote, Hastings ‘sense of place’ through the inspiration and 
promotion of the industrial theme.

industrial reference images
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concept design2
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other recommendations
In accordance with the High Street 
Streetscape Design Framework - O’Toole 
Parklet design - November 2015 completed by 
ASPECT Studios:

Implement parallel parking to High Street to 
increase the amount of usable space to the 
laneway entrance.

Provide a wide raised crossing to High Street 
to increase the connectivity to laneway 01.

legend
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general information
location

Laneway 03 is located on the northern side of High Street half way between King 
Street and Salmon Street. 

adjacent traders

 ▪ no. 24 High Street | Lelleys Coffee House

 ▪ corner High Street and Salmon Street | Western Port Hotel, TAB

 ▪ no. 21 High Street | Salvation Army store

 ▪ no. 19 High Street | vacant lot

ownership

 ▪ public

spatial characteristics

Unit measurements and attributes of the laneway in the following categories:

 ▪ length| 48m (approx)

 ▪ width | 5.5m (approx)

 ▪ orientation| north-south 

 ▪ gradient | gradient is less than 1:20

 ▪ adjacent building heights | No.24 High Street, Lelleys Coffee House

• building height: 4m high (approx)

• corrugated iron fence: 1.8m (approx)

Corner High Street and Salmon Street | Western  
         Port Hotel, TAB

• building height: 4m high (approx)

• rendered brick wall: 2m high (approx)

qualitative information
safety

 - a wide laneway with adequate space for pedestrians separated from vehicle 
access way by a concrete kerb

 - minimal warning for pedestrians of potential cars exiting laneway into High 
Street 

 - close proximity to night activities (hotel and TAB)

connectivity

 ▪ view lines | - clear viewlines through the laneway across the carpark and to 
Church Street to the north

-  clear viewlines through the laneway across High Street and to  
           Elizabeth Street to the south

 ▪ linkages | - laneway forms a link between Church Street to the north and 
Elizabeth Street to the south

 ▪ accessibility | -  laneway is easily accessed from High Street and rear carpark 
entrance

 ▪ connections | - laneway connects High Street to the carpark at the southern 
(rear) entrance

 ▪ DDA/access issues | - considered DDA compliant as per AS 1428

appearance

 ▪ paving | - grey concrete paving to High Street entrance

      - asphalt through laneway

      - grey concrete paving and kerbs to laneway edges

 ▪ walls | - brick walls (painted cream/yellow)

- rendered brick/concrete block wall (painted grey)

- corrugated iron fence (painted dark grey)

 ▪ lighting | - 1no. street light near High Street entrance

- 1no. street light to rear entrance

 ▪ furniture | - 1no. park bench near High Street entrance

        - cafe seating and shade umbrellas to High Street entrance

 ▪ miscellaneous | - weeds to garden beds at rear entrance

-2no. filled in and painted windows to Lelleys wall

- concealed doorway on Western Port Hotel wall

2no. established canopy trees (Fraxinus species) to rear of 
Lelleys

1no. established canopy tree (Eucalyptus species) near rear 
entrance

legibility

 - poor presentation to High Street and rear access

 - delineation of paving treatment through laneway by elevated pedestrian path

 - road linework and signage identifying the laneway as a one-way street 
(vehicle entrance from rear carpark)

 - no tactile indicators to High Street entrance or rear entrance

activity

 ▪ activity |- medium level activity

 ▪ functionality & usage |laneway currently functions and is used as a 
thoroughfare for both vehicles and pedestrians

amenity

 ▪ solar access 

 - north-south orientation with minimal obstruction of solar access due single 
storey adjacent buildings

 - laneway receives a medium level solar access during the morning and evening 
due to proximity of adjacent buildings

 - laneway receives a high level solar access during the day due to no overhead 
obstructions

 ▪ shade 

 - laneway will receive some shading throughout the morning due to the 
established tree to the rear of Lelleys

 - laneway will not be shaded during the day due to low height of adjacent 
buildings

 ▪ wind 

 - north-south orientation with single storey adjacent buildings should receive 
unenhanced wind conditions

analysis3
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contextual analysis

The following contextual analysis is a description of the basic features within 
close proximity to laneway 03 which are spatially located in the contextual 
analysis plan shown to the right.

A

B

C

D

D

- no.24 High Street, Lelleys Coffee House

- corner High Street and Salmon Street, Western Port Hotel, TAB

- Salmon Street, Thirsty Camel drive-through bottle shop

- no.21 High Street, Salvation Army store

- no.19 High Street, vacant lot

 - no pedestrian crossing

 - carpark

1

2

context plan - not to scale

contextual analysis plan - not to scale
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detailed analysis plan laneway 03

 - no.24 High Street, Lelleys Coffee House

 - corner High Street and Salmon Street, Western Port Hotel, TAB

 - plain concrete paving to laneway entrance

 - asphalt paving to car access throughout laneway

 - concrete paving to raised pedestrian path throughout laneway

 - vehicle access and line marking to laneway entrance

 - blank wall to Western Port Hotel, including concrete block wall to 
courtyard

 - side access door to Western Port Hotel

 - brush fence to rear of Western Port Hotel

 - blank wall with blocked out windows to no.24 High Street

 - moveable informal cafe seating to front of no.24 High Street

 - corrugated iron fence and pedestrian gate to rear of no.24 High Street 
(approx 2m high)

 - seating near laneway entrance

 - carpark to rear of laneway

 - open space to rear of no.24 High Street

description matrix assessment
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appearance
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connectivity

legibility
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analysis3
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 - existing light

 - potential hazard

 - location of window

 - building entrance

 - existing tree

opportunities
 ▪ increase lighting amenity in laneway to increase perception of safety.

 ▪ relatively wide laneway allows opportunity for a range of interventions at 
ground level.

 ▪ opportunity to improve paving treatment within the laneway.

 ▪ blank walls allow opportunity for vertical intervention/wall display.

 ▪ opportunity to restrict car access for a pedestrian only laneway.

 ▪ signage to both entrances to improve legibility, particularly in relation to 
vehicles exiting the laneway onto High Street.

 ▪ tactile indicators to both entrances to improve legibility.

 ▪ constant level surface throughout laneway allows for easier implementation of 
interventions.

 ▪ grade is currently less than 1:20 which is considered DDA compliant as per AS 
1428. No handrails required.

 ▪ potential to activate side wall to no.24 High Street (Lelleys Coffee House) 
and 2m rendered wall to corner High Street and Western Port Hotel, TAB) to 
increase passive surveillance and activity of laneway (dependent on traders).

 ▪ opportunity to remove corrugated iron fence to rear of no.24 High Street 
(Lelleys Coffee House) and develop into dining courtyard to activate rear 
carpark entrance to the laneway.

 ▪ opportunity to improve delineation of pedestrian and vehicle designated areas.

constraints
 ▪ use of laneway by vehicles may restrict scale of interventions.

 ▪ close proximity to night activity increases the risk at night which decreases 
laneway safety.

 ▪ proximity of a licenced premises may restrict ability to activate frontages.

to laneway no.3
to carpark
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image 04 - gateway to rear of Lelleys Coffee House

image 01 - entrance from High Street, no direct access from other side of street

image 05 - concealed doorway and blocked out windows along laneway

image 02 - elevated pedestrian access separate from vehicle access

image 06 - Western Port Hotel frontage and High Street entrance

image 03 -  view from rear carpark through laneway and across High Street to the south

image 07 - cafe seating and shade umbrellas to cafe and High Street entrance image 08 - street light and park bench near High Street entrance image 09 - minimal paving delineation at High Street entrance, deteriorating paving and finishes
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safety

 - amenity lighting needs to be improved to increase lighting levels throughout 
laneways to a compliant lighting level as per AS/NZ 1158. This is to be 
achieved by:

 - utilising existing wall mounted lights and service connections.

 - implementing additional wall lighting with future development.

 - activate windows facing laneway.

 - stop vehicular access and open laneway to be pedestrian only.

connectivity

 - maintain sight lines down laneway.

 - provide footpath at the rear of the laneway connecting it to other attractions.

appearance

 - commission an artist to create artworks on blank facades or develop an art brief 
for community art strategy. To be implemented by:

 - providing artwork on ground plane.

 - providing artwork vertical plane.

 - remove fence to courtyard space of no.24 High Street to allow cafe/dining 
space spill out into laneway.

 - activate frontages of Western Port Hotel TAB to address laneway.

 - improve pavement treatment throughout laneway to be of more aesthetic 
interest.

 - provide seating opportunities within laneway.

 - provide shade amenity.

legibility

 - way finding signage required to both entrances.

 - identity signage required to both entrances.

 - provide tactile indicators to both entrances.

 - improve ground treatment to define entries to laneways by:

 - replacing service pits with paver infill pit lids to be consistent with adjacent 
paving.

 - introduce feature entrance to the rear of laneway by increasing available 
pedestrian space and limiting vehicular movement.

 - provide raised pedestrian crossing on High Street to improve connectivity and 
slow vehicular traffic.

ABC

schematic design3
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concept design3

Shade shelters should be designed to reference the argricultural 
theme in some way and be open to the laneway.

thematic design recommendations
Laneway 03 has been identified to have an agricultural theme to celebrate 
the agricultural history of Hastings and further promote the ‘sense of place’. 

The following concept design is a recommendation and should be used 
as a guide only. Further design development is required prior to on-ground 
implementation to refine the spatial layout and detailing.

Laneway 03 has not been named, yet it is recommended as part of the 
laneways strategy to assist in legibility and identification. The laneway 
should be named after a prominent person from Hastings history. Once done 
so, the artwork developed for the laneway should be representative of the 
achievements of the said person to further instil Hastings ‘sense of place’.

1

2

3

4

5

how this laneway design responds to the Structure Plan
Laneway 03 connects from the rear car park to High Street. It is not the most 
used laneway, yet has the most potential for immediate activation due to 
the services provided by the tenants immediately adjacent to the space. The 
diagram to the right spatially organises a potential outcome for the laneway.

In order to activate the laneway, additional usable space has been 
acquired by closing it off to cars. 

To draw people from the rear car park into High Street, it is 
recommended that a series of singular beacons be installed to the 
rear of the laneway. These should be representative of the agricultural 
theme for the laneway. They can be lit up with lighting effects for 
accentuation at night.

It is recommended that the rear of number 24 High Street open its  
courtyard space to address the laneway and rear entrance through the 
removal of its fence. Lelleys Coffee House can then spread the dining 
opportunities into the laneway. This will provide daytime activity to 
increase the passive surveillance and activation of the space.

The existing group of trees to the rear of the laneway could be 
accentuated through the use of lighting to further enhance the rear 
entrance.

The laneway provides artwork opportunities on the ground plane and on the wall 
of Western Port Hotel. The artwork is to be influenced by, and further promote, 
Hastings ‘sense of place’ through the inspiration and promotion of the 
agricultural theme.

agricultural reference images
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other recommendations
In accordance with the High Street Streetscape Design Framework 
- O’Toole Parklet design - November 2015 completed by ASPECT 
Studios: 

Implement parallel parking to High Street to increase the amount of 
usable space to the laneway entrance.

Provide a wide raised crossing to High Street to increase the 
connectivity to laneway 04.

Provide a pedestrian footpath connection to the rear entrance linking 
to other attractions such as the Western Port Hotel Beer Garden.

Activate the Western Port Hotel to address the laneway in the future. 
For this reason, the artwork on the wall should be a temporary design 
that considers this potential change.

legend
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general information
location

Laneway 04 is located on the southern side of High Street between King Street 
and Salmon Street. 

adjacent traders

 ▪ no.21 High Street | Salvation Army store

 ▪ no.19 High Street | vacant lot

 ▪ no.24 High Street | Lelleys Coffee House

 ▪ corner High Street and Salmon Street | Western Port Hotel, TAB

 ▪ no. 27 King Street | Hastings Childcare Centre

 ▪ Western Port Central Plaza

ownership

 ▪ public

spatial characteristics

Unit measurements and attributes of the laneway in the following categories:

 ▪ length| 61m (approx)

 ▪ width | 5.5m

 ▪ orientation| north-south

 ▪ gradient | gradient is less than 1:20

 ▪ adjacent building heights | No.21 High Street, Salvation Army store

• building height: varies, 4-6m high (approx)

No.19 High Street, vacant lot

• building height: varies, 4-5m high (approx)

qualitative information
safety

 - a medium width laneway with inadequate space for pedestrians away from 
vehicles

 - dumpsters to rear of adjacent Salvation Army store could be considered a 
hiding spot for predators

 - pedestrian path is <1.2m wide and vehicle access path has speed humps, 
restricting safe access for differently abled people

 - close proximity to night activities (hotel and TAB)

connectivity

 ▪ view lines | - clear viewlines through the laneway across the carpark and to 
Elizabeth Street to the south

-  clear viewlines through the laneway across High Street and to  
           Church Street to the south

 ▪ linkages | - laneway forms a link between Church Street to the north and 
Elizabeth Street to the south

 ▪ accessibility | -  laneway is easily accessed from High Street and rear carpark 
entrance

 ▪ connections | - laneway connects High Street to the carpark at the southern 
(rear) entrance

 ▪ DDA/access issues | - grade is currently <1:20

considered DDA compliant as per AS 1428.

- width of pedestrian path is <1.2m 

not considered DDA compliant as per AS1428.

appearance

 ▪ paving | - grey concrete paving to High Street entrance

- asphalt paving to rear carpark entrance

- asphalt paving through laneway

- grey concrete paving to laneway edge

 ▪ walls |  - brick walls (brown/red)

- cinder block walls (painted cream/yellow)

 ▪ lighting | - 3no. overhead lights fitted to cinder block wall

 ▪ furniture | - park bench near High Street entrance

 ▪ miscellaneous | -  asphalt speed humps (painted white) along the laneway

- exposed gas pipes (painted cream/yellow) along cinder 
block wall 

- exposed fire safety sprinklers (painted cream/yellow) along 
cinder block wall

legibility

 - poor presentation to High Street and rear access 

 - minimal delineation of pavement treatment or signage to identify/highlight 
entrances

 - no tactile indicators to High Street entrance or Rear entrance

activity

 ▪ activity |- low-medium

 ▪ functionality & usage | laneway currently functions and is used as a 
thoroughfare and a donation deposit area for the 
Salvation Army store

amenity

 ▪ solar access 

 - north-south orientation with minimal obstruction of solar access due single 
storey adjacent buildings

 - laneway receives a medium level solar access during the morning and evening 
due to proximity of adjacent buildings

 - laneway receives a high level solar access during the day due to no overhead 
obstructions

 ▪ shade 

 - laneway will not be shaded during the day due to low height of adjacent 
buildings

 ▪ wind 

 - north-south orientation with single storey adjacent buildings should receive 
unenhanced wind conditions

analysis4
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contextual analysis

The following contextual analysis is a description of the basic features within 
close proximity to laneway 04 which are spatially located in the contextual 
analysis plan shown to the right.

- no.21 High Street, Salvation Army store

- no.19 High Street, vacant lot

- no.11 HIgh Street, Western Port Central plaza

- no.24 High Street, Lelleys Coffee House

- corner High Street and Salmon Street, Western Port Hotel, TAB

- no.27 King Street, Hastings Childcare Centre

 - no pedestrian crossing

 - vacant block

 - carpark
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context plan - not to scale

contextual analysis plan - not to scale
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detailed analysis plan laneway 04
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opportunities
 ▪ increase lighting amenity in laneway to increase perception of safety.

 ▪ relatively wide laneway allows opportunity for a range of interventions at 
ground level.

 ▪ opportunity to improve paving treatment within the laneway.

 ▪ opportunity to restrict car access for a pedestrian only laneway.

 ▪ signage to both entrances to improve legibility, particularly in relation to 
vehicles entering the laneway from High Street.

 ▪ tactile indicators to both entrance to improve legibility.

 ▪ grade is currently less than 1:20 which is considered DDA compliant as per AS 
1428. No handrails required.

 ▪ potential to further activate side wall to no.19 High Street (vacant lot) to 
increase passive surveillance and activity of laneway (dependent on future 
trader).

 ▪ opportunity to improve delineation of pedestrian and vehicle designated areas 
and develop DDA compliancy as per AS 1428.

 ▪ opportunity to provide landscaping to High Street entrance to improve visual 
amenity.

 ▪ vacant land to rear could be developed as an attraction.

constraints
 ▪ use of laneway by vehicles may restrict scale of interventions and ease of 

implementation.

 ▪ narrow width of existing pathway is not considered DDA compliant as per AS 
1428.

 ▪ donation area to rear of no.21 High Street, Salvation Army store can become 
unsightly when donations pile up to rear of building, particularly on weekends.

 ▪ service vehicles may use laneway regularly and can therefore may not be 
closed for pedestrian only.

appearance

activity

safety

connectivity

legibility

amenity

analysis4
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to carpark to laneway 3

 - no.21 High Street, Salvation Army store

 - no.19 High Street, vacant lot

 - no.11 HIgh Street, Western Port Central plaza

 - plain concrete paving to laneway entrance

 - asphalt paving to car access throughout laneway

 - concrete paving to pedestrian path throughout laneway

 - vehicle access and line marking to laneway entrance

 - speed humps through laneway

 - services on external wall to vacant lot (emergency water sprinklers, gas)

 - side and rear access doors to no.11 and no.19 High Street

 - seating near laneway entrance

 - garbage dumpsters (including donated furniture) to rear of no.21 High 
Street

 - restricted access ‘high voltage’ service room

 - carpark to rear of laneway

 - gravel access track

 - damaged paving

 - vacant block

 - no.29 King Street, Hastings Child Care Centre

 - existing light

 - potential hazard

 - location of window

 - building entrance

 - existing tree
no.21

no.19
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image 04 - inactive frontages to rear of Salvation Army and Western Port Central plaza

image 01 - view along laneway from High Street entrance

image 05 - inadequate delineation of pedestrian and vehicle access, damaged paving and kerbs

image 02 - view from rear entrance across High Street and north to Church Street

image 06 - active frontage to rear of supermarket from carpark

image 03 - vacant block adjacent to laneway, concealed doorway

image 08 - delineation of pedestrian and vehicle access with concrete kerb image 09 - overhead lighting, exposed gas and fire sprinkler pipesimage 07 - rubbish bins, timber bollard and canopy tree near High Street entrance 
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legibility

 - way finding signage required to both entrances.

 - identity signage required to both entrances.

 - provide tactile indicators to both entrances.

 - improve ground treatment to define entries to laneways by:

 - replacing service pits with paver infill pit lids to be consistent with adjacent 
paving.

 - introduce feature entrance to the rear of laneway by increasing available 
pedestrian space and limiting vehicular movement. 

 - provide raised pedestrian crossing on High Street to improve connectivity and 
slow vehicular traffic.

 - introduce paved vehicular access track to the rear of no.21 High Street for 
drop offs/ pick-ups for maintenance vehicles only.

appearance

 - commission an artist to create artworks on blank facades or develop an art brief 
for community art strategy. To be implemented by:

 - providing artwork on ground plane

 - providing artwork vertical plane.

 - improve the pavement treatment throughout the laneway to be of more 
aesthetic interest.

 - provide active frontages to rear at ground level with any future development to 
no. 21 & 19 High Street.

 - develop vacant lot to the rear of laneway into attraction for the community eg. 
park / playground.

 - activate frontages of no.19 High Street to address laneway and to promote the 
opportunity of alfresco dining/cafe spill out space.

 - improve visual amenity of the ‘back-of-house’ area to no. 21 High Street.

 - provide enclosure to hide bins to rear of no.21 High Street.

 - provide seating opportunities within laneway.

 - provide shade amenity.

practical design recommendations
safety

 - amenity lighting needs to be improved to increase lighting levels throughout 
laneways to a compliant lighting level as per AS/NZ 1158. To be achieved by:

 - utilising existing wall mounted lights and service connections.

 - implementing additional wall lighting with future development.

 - introducing a pole lighting to rear of laneway.

 - activate windows facing laneway.

 - stop vehicular access and open laneway to be pedestrian only.

 - raise laneway to be at pedestrian grade.

connectivity

 - maintain sight lines down laneway.

 - provide footpath at the rear of the laneway connecting it to other attractions.

ABC
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Shade shelters should be designed to reference the argricultural 
theme in some way and be open to the laneway.

thematic design recommendations
Laneway 04 has been identified to have an agricultural theme to celebrate 
the agricultural history of Hastings and further promote the ‘sense of place’. 

The following concept design is a recommendation and should be used 
as a guide only. Further design development is required prior to on-ground 
implementation to refine the spatial layout and detailing.

Laneway 04 has not been named, yet it is recommended as part of the 
laneways strategy to assist in legibility and identification. The laneway 
should be named after a prominent person from Hastings history. Once done 
so, the artwork developed for the laneway should be representative of the 
achievements of the said person to further instil Hastings ‘sense of place’.

1

2

3

4

4

4

how this laneway design responds to the Structure Plan
Laneway 04 connects from the IGA car park to High Street. The diagram to 
the right spatially organises a potential outcome for the laneway.

In order to activate the laneway, additional usable space has been 
acquired by closing it off to cars. 

The gravel access road has been developed into a paved pedestrian 
thoroughfare, with access for maintenance vehicles and delivery 
trucks. 

To draw people from the rear car park into High Street, it is 
recommended that an arbour structure be installed in a linear fashion. 
This should be representative of the agricultural theme for the laneway. 
The arbour structure can be lit up with lighting effects for accentuation 
at night.

The laneway provides artwork opportunities on the ground plane and on the 
wall of Number 19 High Street. The artwork is to be influenced by, and further 
promote, Hastings ‘sense of place’ through the inspiration and promotion of 
the agricultural theme.

agricultural reference images
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other recommendations
Provide a wide raised crossing to High Street in accordance 
with the High Street Streetscape Design Framework - Western 
Port Hotel Parklet design - November 2015 completed by 
ASPECT Studios to increase the connectivity to laneway 03.

Provide bin enclosures to the rear of no.21 High Street to tidy 
up the ‘back-of-house’/delivery area.

Activate no.19 High Street to address the laneway in the future.  
It is recommended that a series of small cafes be developed 
to address the laneway with the future development of the 
building. For this reason, the artwork on the wall should be a 
temporary design that considers this potential change.

legend
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general information
location

Laneway 05 is located on the south side of High Street between Salmon Street 
and Marine Parade.

adjacent traders

 - no.131 High Street | Hastings Library

 - no.3 High Street | Hastings Community Hall

 - no.10/27 High Street | Harcourts Real Estate

 - no.10 High Street | empty lot, for lease

 - no.8 High Street | empty lot, for lease

 - no.2 High Street | David Gibbs & Associates lawyers

ownership

 ▪ public

spatial characteristics

Unit measurements and attributes of the laneway in the following categories:

 ▪ length |52m (approx)

 ▪ width | 3.5m (approx)

 ▪ orientation | north-south

 ▪ gradient | gradient is less than 1:20

 ▪ adjacent building heights | No.131 HIgh Street, Hastings Library

• building height: 8m high (approx)

(varies)

No.3 High Street, Hastings Community Hall

• building height: 8m high (approx)

qualitative information
safety

 - minimal lighting

 - various shrubs could be perceived as hiding places for predators

connectivity

 ▪ view lines | - reasonably clear viewlines through the laneway to carpark at 
rear of library, with some obstruction due to landscaping

-  reasonably clear viewlines to traders on opposite side on High  
              Street

 ▪ linkages | - laneway forms a minor link between Hastings Library and Hastings  
         Community Hall to the High Street shopping area to the west and  
         the Fred Smith Reserve and the Hastings waterfront to the east

 ▪ accessibility | laneway is easily accessed from High Street to rear of library,  
               hall and adjacent carpark

 ▪ connections | - laneway connects High Street to the north    
   and the car park to the rear of Hastings Library and Hastings  
   Community Hall

 ▪ DDA/access issues | - grade is currently <1:20

considered DDA compliant as per AS 1428.

- width of pedestrian path is 1.5m (approx)

not considered DDA compliant as per AS1428.

appearance

 ▪ paving | - exposed aggregate concrete paving (sand colour) with coloured  
      mosaic inlays (roughly 300x300mm) every 3-4m (approx) to High  
      Street entrance,

- grey concrete paving to rear carpark entrance

- grey concrete paving through laneway

- asphalt paving to carpark at rear

- square pre-cast concrete pavers (grid pattern) to Library entrance

 ▪ walls | - vertical and horizontal timber weatherboard walls (painted beige and 
green)

 ▪ brick walls (cream/yellow)

 ▪ cinder block walls

 ▪ cinder block walls (painted cream)

- brick walls (yellow)

- cinder block walls

 ▪ lighting | - 1no. light fitted to side of library entrance. 

- 4no (approx) lights to front of library

- streetlights to carpark at rear

 ▪ furniture | - none

 ▪ miscellaneous | - painted timber pole feature sculpture to High Street  
     entrance

    - landscaping to High Street entrance (exotic and native  
      plants)

    - bicycle rack in garden bed to High Street Entrance 

    - bronze sculpture and interpretation signage to library  
    entrance

    - litter receptacle near High Street entrance

    - water tank to library wall

legibility

 - minimal delineation of paving treatment to either entrance

 - no signage to identify connection to carpark at rear

 - no tactile indicators to High Street or rear entrance

activity

 ▪ activity |- low level of activity - pedestrian only 

 ▪ functionality & usage | - laneway currently functions and is used as a 
pedestrian thoroughfare

- back-of-house car parking adjacent to laneway used 
for staff and public parking

amenity

 ▪ solar access 

 - north-south orientation with several trees 

 - laneway receives a low level of direct solar access throughout the day due to 
its narrow width, proximity of adjacent buildings and tree canopies

 ▪ shade 

 - laneway is shaded throughout the day by existing trees

 ▪ wind 

 - existing vegetation and trees in conjunction with the laneway’s narrow width 
may assist to reduce wind levels in relation to adjacent streets and carpark

analysis5
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contextual analysis

The following contextual analysis is a description of the basic features within 
close proximity to laneway 05 which are spatially located in the contextual 
analysis plan shown to the right.

 - no.131 High Street, Hastings Library

 - no.3 High Street, Hastings Community Hall

 - no.10/27 High Street, Harcourts Real Estate

 - no.8-10 High Street, vacant lots

 - no.2 High Street, David Gibbs & Associates lawyers

 - no. 185 High Street, Hastings Maternal & Child Health Centre

 - garden beds

 - carpark

 - fred smith reserve

 - garbage bins
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context plan - not to scale

contextual analysis plan - not to scale
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image 01 - view line from High Street entrance across Marine Parade to Fred Smith Reserve image 02 - light, water tank and fire hydrant services to library wall image 03 - doorways servicing hall

 - no.131 High Street, Hastings Library

 - no.3 High Street, Hastings Community Hall

 - exposed aggregate paving to laneway entrance

 - grey concrete paving throughout laneway

 - grey concrete paving with grid pattern and community mosaic artwork

 - garden bed with totem pole artwork

 - bike rack

 - garden bed 

 - shelter overhead

 - angled parking to High Street

 - carpark to rear

 - water storage tank

 - existing light

 - potential hazard

 - main building entrance

 - location of window

 - existing tree

 - existing sign

 - existing seat

 - existing bin

description matrix assessment
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opportunities
 ▪ increase lighting amenity in laneway to increase perception of safety.

 ▪ signage to both entrances to improve legibility for pedestrians.

 ▪ tactile indicators to both entrance to improve legibility.

 ▪ grade is currently less than 1:20 which is considered DDA compliant as per AS 
1428. No handrails required.

 ▪ potential to remove bike parking rail from garden bed to designated area.

 ▪ potential to adapt a mostly native planting palette for existing garden beds 
to High Street entrance to compliment existing indigenous style mosaic 
and sculpture patterns to provide a more ‘Australian’ feel to the adjacent 
community buildings. This provides opportunity to compliment existing native 
garden beds along High Street.

 ▪ potential to install accent lighting to highlight path and existing trees.

 ▪ potential to install decorative edging to pedestrian path to contain mulch in 
garden bed areas.

 ▪ opportunity to provide landscaping to High Street entrance to improve visual 
amenity.

 ▪ opportunity to plant infill vegetation to existing garden beds where needed.

 ▪ opportunity to activate windows adjacent to footpath to increase passive 
surveillance.

 ▪ opportunity to plant shade friendly vegetation (eg climbing plants) to screen 
water tank adjacent to library wall.

 ▪ constraints
 ▪ doorways opening into laneway may restrict ability to implement changes.

 ▪ access to fire hydrant on library wall will require service access.

appearance

activity

safety

connectivity

legibility

amenity

analysis5
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image 04 - paving, landscaping and bins to rear entrance image 05 - view to rear carpark from rear entrance image 06 - mosaic paving inlays to High Street entrance and adjacent library entrance

detailed analysis plan laneway 05 
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safety

 - amenity lighting needs to be improved to increase lighting levels throughout 
laneways to a compliant lighting level as per AS/NZ 1158.

 - utilise existing wall to connect wall mounted lights.

 - implement additional wall lighting with future development.

 - introduce pole lighting to rear of laneway.

 - remove shrub vegetation to remove blind spots.

 - formalise plants and garden beds to remove blind spots.

connectivity

 - maintain sight lines down laneway.

ABC

appearance

 - commission an artist to create artworks on blank facades or develop an art brief 
for community art strategy. To be implemented by:

 - providing artwork to the ground plane.

 - improve pavement treatment throughout laneway to be of more aesthetic 
interest.

 - provide bin enclosure to the rear of no.3 High Street to improve visual 
amenity.

 - redesign carpark layout to create a multi- functional space for car parking and 
weekend markets.

 - provide seating opportunities within laneway.

 - open up laneway entrance and introduce small pocket park 

legibility

 - way finding signage required to both entrances.

 - identity signage required to both entrances.

 - provide tactile indicators to both entrances.

 - improve ground treatment to define entries to laneways by:

 - replacing service pits with paver infill pit lids to be consistent with adjacent 
paving.

schematic design5
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thematic design recommendations
Laneway 05 has been identified to have an aboriginal heritage theme to 
celebrate the aboriginal cultural history of Hastings and further promote the 
‘sense of place’. 

The following concept design is a recommendation and should be used 
as a guide only. Further design development is required prior to on-ground 
implementation to refine the spatial layout and detailing.

Laneway 05 has not been named, yet it is recommended as part of the 
laneways strategy to assist in legibility and identification. The laneway 
should be named after a prominent person from Hastings history. Once done 
so, the artwork developed for the laneway should be representative of the 
achievements of the said person to further instil Hastings ‘sense of place’.
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how this laneway design responds to the Structure Plan
Laneway 05 connects from the car park at the rear of the library and Council 
Offices to High Street. The diagram to the right spatially organises a potential 
outcome for the laneway.

In order to improve the safety and usability of the laneway, the 
majority of the shrub vegetation has been cleared and replaced with 
low-lying groundcovers to improve sightlines.

Additional space has been acquired to the laneway entrance from 
High Street through the removal of garden beds. In place, it is 
recommended a small pocket park be developed with an emphasis on 
relaxed informal lounge seating opportunities. This will provide library 
users with a place outdoors in the shade of the existing trees.

The rear carpark can also be developed into a multi-use space that 
caters for car parking and weekend markets.

To draw people from the rear car park into High Street, it is 
recommended that tall linear or large structures be installed to act 
as beacons. This should be representative of the aboriginal heritage 
theme for the laneway. An example of which could be an artful 
representation of rock/cave carvings, shields or totems. 

Improve the pavement treatment throughout the laneway to be of 
more aesthetic interest; for example incorporating seashell inlays to 
reference the aboriginal shell middens.

The laneway provides artwork opportunities on the ground plane and on the walls 
of both the Council Building and the Library. The artwork is to be influenced by, 
and further promote, Hastings ‘sense of place’ through the inspiration and 
promotion of the aboriginal heritage heme.

aboriginal heritage reference images
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general information
location

Laneway 06 is located on the northern side of High Street in the West End 
Shopping complex  between Queen Street and Victoria Street.

adjacent traders

 ▪ no.6/110 High Street | Hair About Town hairdressers

 ▪ no.5/110 High Street | vacant lot

 ▪ no.6A/110 High Street | private office

 ▪ no.5A/110 High Street | private office

 ▪ no.103 High Street | Petersen’s Bookstore

 ▪ no.101 High Street | Ensó Hair Design

 ▪ no.2/99 High Street | It’s All About You Beauty

 ▪ no.1/99 High Street | Essentialz For Hair

ownership

 ▪ private

spatial characteristics

Unit measurements and attributes of the laneway in the following categories:

 ▪ length |22m (approx)

 ▪ width |2.4m

 ▪ orientation | north-south

 ▪ gradient | gradient is less than 1:20

 ▪ adjacent building heights | No’s.5-6/110 High Street, various businesses and 
vacant lots

• ceiling height: 3m high (approx)

• building height: 4-6m high (approx)

 

qualitative information
safety

 - rubbish bin and dumpster storage to rear of complex could be considered a 
hiding spot for predators

connectivity

 ▪ view lines | - views through laneway in north and south directions to carpark 
partly obstructed by structural brick-clad poles in the centre of 
both entrances

 ▪ linkages | - provides a link from High Street, through the carpark to Albert 
Street to the north

 ▪ accessibility | - laneway is easily accessed from High Street entrance and      
    shaded carpark entrance

 ▪ connections | - connects High Street to rear of former West End  and carpark 
to rear

 ▪ DDA/access issues | - grade is currently <1:20

            considered DDA compliant as per AS 1428.

- narrowest point between structural poles and building       
walls 1.2m (approx)

considered DDA compliant as per AS1428.

appearance

 ▪ paving | - exposed aggregate concrete paving (sand solour) to High Street  
       entrance

- grey concrete paving to rear entrance 

- grey concrete paving through laneway

 ▪ walls | - glass walls/frontage to plaza facade

    - brick walls (brown) to rear or adjacent offices

    -  clear and painted glass walls/frontages to traders and offices  
    throughout laneway

 ▪ lighting | - 3no. fluorescent lights through laneway

      - 3no. lights to rear frontage

 ▪ furniture | - 1no. park bench near laneway entrance

 ▪ miscellaneous | - native trees, shrubs and some weed species to garden beds  
        at rear entrance

    - rubbish bins and dumpsters to rear entrance

    - fire hydrant in garden bed near rear entrance

    - power pole in garden bed near rear entrance

-  verandah to commercial frontages at High Street entrance 
and to rear frontages

legibility

 - poor presentation to High Street and rear access

 - minimal delineation of pavement treatment to laneway entrances

 - no tactile indicators to High Street entrance or rear entrance

activity

 ▪ activity |- low level activity

 ▪ functionality & usage | - laneway currently functions and is used as a 
thoroughfare and for direct access to commercial lots 
and private offices

               - active frontage to rear

amenity

 ▪ solar access 

 - undercover location of laneway results in no solar access during the day 

 ▪ shade 

 - laneway is shaded all day due to it being under cover and the verandahs at 
each entrance

 ▪ wind 

 - laneway may experience wind tunnel effects due to the relatively narrow 
corridor but this may be mitigated by vegetation to the rear entrance

analysis6
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contextual analysis

The following contextual analysis is a description of the basic features within 
close proximity to laneway 06 which are spatially located in the contextual 
analysis plan shown to the right.

 ▪ no.6/110 High Street, Hair About Town hairdressers

 ▪ no.5/110 High Street, vacant lot

 ▪ no.6A/110 High Street, private office

 ▪ no.5A/110 High Street, private office

 ▪ no.103 High Street, Petersen’s Bookstore

 ▪ no.101 High Street, Ensó Hair Design

 ▪ no.2/99 High Street, It’s All About You Beauty

 ▪ no.1/99 High Street, Essentialz For Hair

 - former West End Shopping centre

 - informal carparking area

 - vehicle lane to rear of High Street businesses
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context plan - not to scale

contextual analysis plan - not to scale
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detailed analysis plan laneway 06 

 - no.6/110 High Street, Hair About Town hairdressers

 - no.5/110 High Street, vacant lot

 - no.6A/110 High Street, private office

 - no.5A/110 High Street, private office

 - exposed aggregate paving to laneway entrance

 - concrete paving throughout laneway, covered ceiling above

 - concrete paving and covered walkway to rear entrance

 - garden bed and trees to rear entrance

 - private carparking to rear entrance, public carparking to front entrance

 - seat near laneway entrance

 - brick columns to each entrance

 - existing light

 - potential hazard

 - main building entrance

 - location of window

 - existing tree

description matrix assessment
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analysis6

opportunities
 ▪ increase lighting amenity in laneway to increase perception of safety.

 ▪ signage to both entrances to improve legibility for pedestrians.

 ▪ tactile indicators to both entrances to improve legibility.

 ▪ grade is currently less than 1:20 which is considered DDA compliant as per 
AS 1428. No handrails required.

 ▪ overhead ceiling provides opportunity for artwork above.

 ▪ opportunity to improve paving treatment within the laneway.

 ▪ potential to remove weed species to garden beds at rear and and replace with  
low-habit native infill species to keep viewlines to rear frontages.

 ▪ potential to improve lighting to include solar powered lighting during the day.

 ▪ opportunity to provide landscaping to High Street entrance to improve visual 
amenity.

 ▪ opportunity to plant infill vegetation to existing garden beds where needed.

 ▪ potential to prune existing native vegetation if necessary to restore views to 
rear of laneway.

 ▪ opportunity to activate corridors adjacent to laneway.

 ▪ constraints
 ▪ doorways opening into laneway may restrict ability to implement changes.

 ▪ location of structural brick-clad poles restrict ability to open up viewlines.

 ▪ painted glass walls reduce passive surveill ance.

 ▪ covered ceiling reduce ability to get natural light into the laneway.
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image 04 - painted glass walls to rear offices and structural brick-clad pole 

image 01 -  entrance from High Street with angled carparking in front of the access

image 05 - garden beds to rear entrance

image 02 - view from High Street entrance through to rear of laneway

image 06 - carparking to rear entrance

image 03 - verandah, garden beds and dumpsters to rear entrance

image 07 - park bench near rear entrance image 08 - lighting through laneway and to rear entrance image 09 - sand coloured exposed aggregate paving to High Street entrance
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practical design recommendations
Laneway no.6 is privately owned. It provides access to High Street from a gravel 
car park which is hardly used. For the above two reasons, this report will not put 
forth concept designs for the laneway as the best form of improvement will come 
from a redevelopment of the building. 

This report provides comment on how the perception of safety can be increased 
in the interim.

safety

 - amenity lighting needs to be improved to increase lighting levels throughout 
laneway to a compliant lighting level as per AS/NZ 1158. To be achieved by:

 - change existing light fittings wihtin laneway to be compliant

 - Remove shrub vegetation to rear and replace with low lying ground covers 
to improve sight lines through laneway

schematic design
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7 implementation plan

implementation plan and opinion of probable costs
The concept designs for Hastings laneways 1-5 have been analysed through a 
desktop assessment to establish a quantitative value for the construction and 
implementation of each laneway. These costs are collated into an Opinion of 
Probable Costs.  

This information is then used to establish an implementation program for the 
construction of the laneways. 

proposed implementation program + opinion of probable cost

laneway 1

laneway 2

SPEC
ITEM DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT RATE $ AMOUNT

Stage 1
Laneway 1: (excluding High Street frontage)
~ Demolition works (laneway only) 446 m2 $20.00 $8,920.00

~ Consistent laneway feature paving (coloured exposed aggregate concrete paving) 310 m2 $135.00 $41,850.00
~ Custom shade shelters 3 No $10,000.00 $30,000.00
~ Bench seating 3 No $1,500.00 $4,500.00
~ Signage (wayfinding and laneway identify) 2 Allowance $5,000.00 $10,000.00
~ TGSIs 1  Allowance $500.00 $500.00
~ Bins (allow 1 for general litter and 1 for recycling) 2 No $2,650.00 $5,300.00
~ Lighting (wall mounted) 7 Allowance $1,000.00 $7,000.00
~ Lighting (poles) 2 Allowance $5,000.00 $10,000.00
~ Lighting (accent) 5 Allowance $1,000.00 $5,000.00
~ Tree planting 2 No $500.00 $1,000.00
~ Garden bed (including topsoil, new tubes @ 4 per m2 and new mulch) 136 m2 $80.00 $10,880.00
~ Bollards 6 No $500.00 $3,000.00

$137,950.00

Laneway 2: (excluding High Street frontage)
~ Demolition works (laneway only) 500 m2 $20.00 $10,000.00

~ Consistent laneway feature paving (coloured exposed aggregate concrete paving) 390 m2 $135.00 $52,650.00
~ Custom shade shelters 3 No $10,000.00 $30,000.00
~ Bench seating 3 No $1,500.00 $4,500.00
~ Signage (wayfinding and laneway identify) 2 Allowance $5,000.00 $10,000.00
~ TGSIs 2  Allowance $500.00 $1,000.00
~ Bins (allow 1 for general litter and 1 for recycling) 2 No $2,650.00 $5,300.00
~ Lighting (wall mounted) 8 Allowance $1,000.00 $8,000.00
~ Lighting (poles) 2 Allowance $5,000.00 $10,000.00
~ Lighting (accent) 3 Allowance $1,000.00 $3,000.00
~ Tree planting 2 No $500.00 $1,000.00
~ Garden bed (including topsoil, new tubes @ 4 per m2 and new mulch) 110 m2 $80.00 $8,800.00

$144,250.00

Laneway 3: (excluding High Street frontage)
~ Demolition works (laneway and proposed garden bed areas only) 250 m2 $20.00 $5,000.00

~ Consistent laneway feature paving (coloured exposed aggregate concrete paving) 230 m2 $135.00 $31,050.00
~ Custom shade shelters 2 No $10,000.00 $20,000.00
~ Bench seating 2 No $1,500.00 $3,000.00
~ Signage (wayfinding and laneway identify) 2 Allowance $5,000.00 $10,000.00
~ TGSIs 1  Allowance $500.00 $500.00
~ Bins (allow 1 for general litter and 1 for recycling) 2 No $2,650.00 $5,300.00
~ Lighting (wall mounted) 5 Allowance $1,000.00 $5,000.00
~ Lighting (accent) 5 Allowance $1,000.00 $5,000.00
~ Tree planting 1 No $500.00 $500.00
~ Garden bed (including topsoil, new tubes @ 4 per m2 and new mulch) 20 m2 $80.00 $1,600.00

$86,950.00
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laneway 1

laneway 2

SPEC
ITEM DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT RATE $ AMOUNT

Stage 1
Laneway 1: (excluding High Street frontage)
~ Demolition works (laneway only) 446 m2 $20.00 $8,920.00

~ Consistent laneway feature paving (coloured exposed aggregate concrete paving) 310 m2 $135.00 $41,850.00
~ Custom shade shelters 3 No $10,000.00 $30,000.00
~ Bench seating 3 No $1,500.00 $4,500.00
~ Signage (wayfinding and laneway identify) 2 Allowance $5,000.00 $10,000.00
~ TGSIs 1  Allowance $500.00 $500.00
~ Bins (allow 1 for general litter and 1 for recycling) 2 No $2,650.00 $5,300.00
~ Lighting (wall mounted) 7 Allowance $1,000.00 $7,000.00
~ Lighting (poles) 2 Allowance $5,000.00 $10,000.00
~ Lighting (accent) 5 Allowance $1,000.00 $5,000.00
~ Tree planting 2 No $500.00 $1,000.00
~ Garden bed (including topsoil, new tubes @ 4 per m2 and new mulch) 136 m2 $80.00 $10,880.00
~ Bollards 6 No $500.00 $3,000.00

$137,950.00

Laneway 2: (excluding High Street frontage)
~ Demolition works (laneway only) 500 m2 $20.00 $10,000.00

~ Consistent laneway feature paving (coloured exposed aggregate concrete paving) 390 m2 $135.00 $52,650.00
~ Custom shade shelters 3 No $10,000.00 $30,000.00
~ Bench seating 3 No $1,500.00 $4,500.00
~ Signage (wayfinding and laneway identify) 2 Allowance $5,000.00 $10,000.00
~ TGSIs 2  Allowance $500.00 $1,000.00
~ Bins (allow 1 for general litter and 1 for recycling) 2 No $2,650.00 $5,300.00
~ Lighting (wall mounted) 8 Allowance $1,000.00 $8,000.00
~ Lighting (poles) 2 Allowance $5,000.00 $10,000.00
~ Lighting (accent) 3 Allowance $1,000.00 $3,000.00
~ Tree planting 2 No $500.00 $1,000.00
~ Garden bed (including topsoil, new tubes @ 4 per m2 and new mulch) 110 m2 $80.00 $8,800.00

$144,250.00

Laneway 3: (excluding High Street frontage)
~ Demolition works (laneway and proposed garden bed areas only) 250 m2 $20.00 $5,000.00

~ Consistent laneway feature paving (coloured exposed aggregate concrete paving) 230 m2 $135.00 $31,050.00
~ Custom shade shelters 2 No $10,000.00 $20,000.00
~ Bench seating 2 No $1,500.00 $3,000.00
~ Signage (wayfinding and laneway identify) 2 Allowance $5,000.00 $10,000.00
~ TGSIs 1  Allowance $500.00 $500.00
~ Bins (allow 1 for general litter and 1 for recycling) 2 No $2,650.00 $5,300.00
~ Lighting (wall mounted) 5 Allowance $1,000.00 $5,000.00
~ Lighting (accent) 5 Allowance $1,000.00 $5,000.00
~ Tree planting 1 No $500.00 $500.00
~ Garden bed (including topsoil, new tubes @ 4 per m2 and new mulch) 20 m2 $80.00 $1,600.00

$86,950.00
Laneway 4: (excluding High Street frontage)
~ Demolition works (laneway only) 335 m2 $20.00 $6,700.00

~ Consistent laneway feature paving (coloured exposed aggregate concrete paving) 335 m2 $135.00 $45,225.00
~ Custom shade shelters 4 No $10,000.00 $40,000.00
~ Bench seating 5 No $1,500.00 $7,500.00
~ Signage (wayfinding and laneway identify) 2 Allowance $5,000.00 $10,000.00
~ TGSIs 2  Allowance $500.00 $1,000.00
~ Bins (allow 1 for general litter and 1 for recycling) 2 No $2,650.00 $5,300.00
~ Lighting (wall mounted) 10 Allowance $1,000.00 $10,000.00
~ Bollards 4 No $500.00 $2,000.00

$127,725.00

Laneway 5: (excluding High Street frontage)
~ Demolition works 384 m2 $20.00 $7,680.00

~ Consistent laneway feature paving (coloured exposed aggregate concrete paving) 170 m2 $135.00 $22,950.00
~ Feature paving in outdoor reading area 100 m2 $350.00 $35,000.00
~ Bench seating 5 No $1,500.00 $7,500.00
~ Lounge seating 8 No $2,500.00 $20,000.00
~ Signage (wayfinding and laneway identify) 4 Allowance $5,000.00 $20,000.00
~ TGSIs 1 Allowance $500.00 $500.00
~ Bins (allow 1 for general litter and 1 for recycling) 2 No $2,650.00 $5,300.00
~ Lighting (wall mounted) 8 Allowance $1,000.00 $8,000.00
~ Lighting (poles) 3 Allowance $5,000.00 $15,000.00
~ Lighting (accent) 2 Allowance $1,000.00 $2,000.00
~ Garden bed (including topsoil, new tubes @ 4 per m2 and new mulch) 114 m2 $80.00 $9,120.00
~ Tree planting 3 No $500.00 $1,500.00

$154,550.00

Sub-total of works: $651,425.00
CONTINGENCY
Contingency 20% $130,285.00

$781,710.00

$781,710.00
$78,171.00

total of works (incl GST) $859,881.00
ASSUMPTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS:
* This costing has been prepared upon the basis of all works undertaken by a commerical Contractor;
* Consultants Fees during design fees have not been included;
* Modification to the existing services;
* All figures are based upon 2015 commercial prices.
* Water tank and enclosure
* Artwork, including on-ground, on-building, gateway and beacon sculptures.

sub total (including contingency)
(GST + 10%)

total

Laneway 4: (excluding High Street frontage)
~ Demolition works (laneway only) 335 m2 $20.00 $6,700.00

~ Consistent laneway feature paving (coloured exposed aggregate concrete paving) 335 m2 $135.00 $45,225.00
~ Custom shade shelters 4 No $10,000.00 $40,000.00
~ Bench seating 5 No $1,500.00 $7,500.00
~ Signage (wayfinding and laneway identify) 2 Allowance $5,000.00 $10,000.00
~ TGSIs 2  Allowance $500.00 $1,000.00
~ Bins (allow 1 for general litter and 1 for recycling) 2 No $2,650.00 $5,300.00
~ Lighting (wall mounted) 10 Allowance $1,000.00 $10,000.00
~ Bollards 4 No $500.00 $2,000.00

$127,725.00

Laneway 5: (excluding High Street frontage)
~ Demolition works 384 m2 $20.00 $7,680.00

~ Consistent laneway feature paving (coloured exposed aggregate concrete paving) 170 m2 $135.00 $22,950.00
~ Feature paving in outdoor reading area 100 m2 $350.00 $35,000.00
~ Bench seating 5 No $1,500.00 $7,500.00
~ Lounge seating 8 No $2,500.00 $20,000.00
~ Signage (wayfinding and laneway identify) 4 Allowance $5,000.00 $20,000.00
~ TGSIs 1 Allowance $500.00 $500.00
~ Bins (allow 1 for general litter and 1 for recycling) 2 No $2,650.00 $5,300.00
~ Lighting (wall mounted) 8 Allowance $1,000.00 $8,000.00
~ Lighting (poles) 3 Allowance $5,000.00 $15,000.00
~ Lighting (accent) 2 Allowance $1,000.00 $2,000.00
~ Garden bed (including topsoil, new tubes @ 4 per m2 and new mulch) 114 m2 $80.00 $9,120.00
~ Tree planting 3 No $500.00 $1,500.00

$154,550.00

Sub-total of works: $651,425.00
CONTINGENCY
Contingency 20% $130,285.00

$781,710.00

$781,710.00
$78,171.00

total of works (incl GST) $859,881.00
ASSUMPTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS:
* This costing has been prepared upon the basis of all works undertaken by a commerical Contractor;
* Consultants Fees during design fees have not been included;
* Modification to the existing services;
* All figures are based upon 2015 commercial prices.
* Water tank and enclosure
* Artwork, including on-ground, on-building, gateway and beacon sculptures.

sub total (including contingency)
(GST + 10%)

total

laneway 3

laneway 5

laneway 4




